Aerospace—Specific Capabilities

ZERO EXCELS at providing products and solutions that meet the needs of our clients. Through our extensive knowledge in engineering protection solutions, we apply our abilities to every project, for every client.

RACKMOUNT CASES
- Warrior™
- Scout™
- Val-An 900™
- ZeRAK™

DEEP DRAWN COMPONENTS
- Precision Miniatures
- Stock Cans
- Value Added Enclosures
- Secondary Services

CARRY AND INSTRUMENT CASES
- Valuline™
- Guardian™
- Centurion® Elite™
- Centurion® Polaris™

TRANSIT/STORAGE CONTAINERS
- Transitainer™
- Val-An™
- Pre-Engineered Cases
- Ruggedized Enclosures
- Modular Containers

Protection Solutions Engineered to Meet and Exceed Extreme Aerospace Specifications

STAR CASES, LLC dba ZERO MANUFACTURING
500 West 200 North, North Salt Lake, UT 84054 USA
phone: (801) 298-5900  email: sales@zerocases.com
fax: (801) 299-7389 web: www.zerocases.com
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ZERO KNOWS that aerospace applications demand maximum performance, reliability and safety. Whether taking flight or traveling to space, we have the experience and knowledge to deliver protection in any condition. We have developed protective cases, custom drawn components and transport containers for the flight line, airline and aircraft production line—our products are integral to rockets, satellites, planes and helicopters. ZERO’s aerospace products offer high-strength, light-weight components with proven reliability needed to meet and exceed extreme aerospace specifications.

AEROSPACE INDUSTRY APPLICATION USES
- Shock Mounted Electronics
- Protective Shell Enclosures
- Instrument Cases
- Transport Containers
- Storage Containers
- Electronic Enclosures
- ARINC Housings
- Flighthline Cases
- Junction Boxes
- Sensor Housings
- MRO Tool Cases
- Airline R otatable Containers
- Test Equipment Cases
- Custom Components

AEROSPACE ENCLOSES

ZERO KNOWS... PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY SAFETY

ZERO IS THE LEADING protective solutions provider for durable, high-quality aluminum and plastic cases and enclosures. We offer thousands of pre-tooled sizes and can develop any custom design to meet the most precise aerospace specifications.

ZERO is the premier case manufacturer that offers full in-house modification services—eliminating the need for multiple vendors when fulfilling alteration, assembly, accessory and cosmetic requirements.

WHY COMPANIES CHOOSE ZERO
- No Tooling or Set Up Cost on Stock Sizes.
- No Tooling Cost for Thousands of Products.
- Free Trimming to Height Specification.
- In-House Modification Services, Adapting Stock Cans to Special Custom Design Requirements.
- Over 100 Years of Engineering Experience.
- 3D Solid Modeling Capability.
- Five-Axis Laser Capabilities for Precision Modifications and Prototyping.

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE
- Boeing
- Bombardier
- Cessna
- Goodrich
- Gulfstream
- Harris
- Honeywell
- Kaman Aerospace
- L-3
- Learjet
- Lockheed Martin
- Moog Aircraft
- Motorola
- Northrop Grumman
- Raytheon
- Teledyne
- Zodiac
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